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ABSTRACT

The impact of the teacher’s personal characteristics and communication style has been identified among other factors in the educational research area as one important factor that could bring changes to students’ academic and emotional development. This study aims to investigate the impact of teacher communication style on pupil behavior, focusing on discipline, responsibility, and cooperation. In particular, it focuses on the Work on What Works (WOWW) approach as a method of communication that promises to bring positive changes to the pupils. This program is delivered to three groups of fourth and fifth graders, between nine and eleven years old, who were randomly selected from a mainstream school in Tirana, Albania. A political and social authoritarian system historically characterizes the country. Similarly, the same cohort group is randomly assigned to the control group. A self-administered questionnaire and a five-point Likert scale are used to measure the three behavioral aspects at pre-intervention, post-intervention and follow-up. The method of difference-in-differences is used in order to estimate the impact of the program on the pool of cross-section data generated.

The results indicate that the WOWW program has a statistically significant impact on two indicators of discipline and no significant changes in other indicators of interest. One of the significant effects is negative, and the other is positive, questioning the expected positive impact of the program. No other significant changes in indicators of interest at two measures post-treatment are reported arguing on the proposed positive impact of the program. The unexpected outcome of this program could be due to cultural aspects and differences between Western and Eastern educational philosophies, as well as to the short period expected to influence significant changes that may still be foreign to the culture. Hence, a future direction of this research study would be a larger sample size selected from different schools and different cities, in order to generalize the outcome at the national level.

INTRODUCTION

Historical Overview and the Goals of Education in Albania

During the years of communism (1945-1990), the school system experienced many changes as a consequence of economic and political shifts that took place in the country. After the Second World War, the regime created effective reforms against illiteracy and promoted a high level of education in the country for everyone. 1963 marked the split of Albania from the Eastern Bloc
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accompanied by the new movement of the ‘Cultural Revolution’ that dramatically changed the structure of the school system\textsuperscript{1}.

For its successful implementation, the party leadership of Albania utilized the educational system and relied upon the creation of politicized schools with content and methods of a political character by putting extra emphasis not only on the content taught at school but also on the integration of school lessons with the manufacturing of goods and preparation for military training which significantly affected the lives of all students and teachers\textsuperscript{2}. Indeed, the creation of a monistic paradigm of values dictated and promoted by the party-state as the only admirable model relied upon the educational role of teachers through the so-called hidden curricula, which in itself imposed lots of respect toward the figure of the educators as a common practice to promote the socialist model and the establishment of a new moral order\textsuperscript{3}\&\textsuperscript{4}.

The situation of the school system changed entirely during the years of the political changeover (1990-1992). This period was marked by indiscriminate vandalized acts directed towards schools and educational institutions as a form of protest against the unwanted system, terrifying children and teachers who consequently remained jobless and sustained using social assistance.\textsuperscript{2} A consequential ten-year transition after the civil war (1997) arguably continuing indefinitely as a “feckless pluralistic country,”\textsuperscript{5} Albania was characterized not only by poor infrastructure and school quality but also by a non-egalitarian value system in which clientelism and corruption were at their highest level, making the educational system lose credibility and reputation.\textsuperscript{6}

Finally, after more than 20 years of a post-communist era characterized by a blind drive to demolish reminiscences of communism, Albania was confronted with the new vision in the
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framework of the *National Strategy for Development and Integration* as an EU candidate country. This platform unfolds less chaotically and seemingly includes educational outputs in order to match the Western standards for its integration in the European Union.\(^7\)

**Meeting the Social and Emotional Needs of Children in Albania**

Schooling and education are used interchangeably nowadays, putting different importance and understanding of qualitative and quantitative levels of education – identified as a disparity between the developed and the developing countries.\(^8\) In this context, the legislation driven by the *National Strategy for Development and Integration* appointed the function of the school counselor for the elementary, middle, and high school systems as part of the implementation of the qualitative elements in education. It looks like Albania is embracing new functions and roles related to its educational settings without the assertion about the functionality level of its networking structures, readiness, or openness to these practices and the level of understanding of what is being entrenched. In this context, when the reformation of schools continues to develop and the field of school psychologists is growing around the world, it is imperative to build a clear picture of this profession and its understanding. When interviewed, the Albanian school psychologists have reported that the least-liked aspect of their work is lacking the power to intervene in all needed areas, no advice being heard by teachers and parents, experiencing pressure and high demands related to their role. The school psychologist’s work can be unsuccessful if conceived in isolation or faced with resistance which appears to be the case in some of the developing countries, including Albania.\(^9\)

As a new profession rapidly spreading all over the world and entirely new for the Albanian population, it may pose issues of disparity between contextual and professional school learned approaches. Based on literature suggestions, one of the main goals of a school psychologist is to instill intrinsic motivation in children – those that involve personal growth, freedom, and
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autonomy as a predictor of better learning, happiness, and well-being.\textsuperscript{10} If we keep this in mind, it could be easily concluded that Albania may have a higher rate of unhappy people who struggle with learning compared to the Western world, given the fact that intrinsic goals are less expressed. We can easily reach an inaccurate conclusion if we do not consider the collectivistic nature of the society and the importance of extrinsic motivation (e.g., wealth, good appearance, social acceptance, school diplomas, money, and fame) of its members.\textsuperscript{11}

The question about how well the social and emotional needs of the Albanian school children are met remains unclear given the lack of research studies on this area. However, based on the few self-reported data gathered by Jimerson et al. (2004) it is not difficult to conclude that the school psychologist’s role is faced with cultural rigidity when it comes to an understanding and acceptance of their work, therefore limiting the acknowledgment of any other than the academic needs in school children.

**The Importance of Child-Teacher Relationship for Child’s Success**

The question of great importance after years of research on school-level factors was whether the individual teacher has an impact on child achievement apart from the school’s factors.\textsuperscript{12} The report of the analysis of the achievement scores for 60,000 students on five subject areas (mathematics, reading, language, arts, social studies, and science) revealed that the most important factor affecting students’ learning was the teacher.\textsuperscript{13}

Quantitative modern studies provide uncontested evidence that the impact of individual teachers is far more significant than the school-level factor and the teacher-level factor analyzed in isolation regarding the effect on instruction versus management and curricular design.\textsuperscript{14}


important underlying factor among all is the holistic, fluent, and free-of-factors art of communication, consideration, buoyancy, and patience with the students.\textsuperscript{15}

High-quality relationships are generally defined by high levels of closeness and low levels of conflicts.\textsuperscript{16} Interestingly, studies show that once teachers enter the profession, their behavior is characterized as high in cooperation and this characteristic is interpreted lacking experience and leadership, given the fact that within the first six to ten years of teaching, their relationship to the students’ changes to high levels of dominance and low levels of cooperation.\textsuperscript{16}

The increase in dominance and the drop in cooperation are believed to affect students’ attitudes negatively.\textsuperscript{17}

The second line of attempt which tries to further analyze the aspect of closeness and conflict as influential for the quality of the relationship\textsuperscript{13} identifies a set of two continuum perspectives: teachers of high dominance versus submission and teachers of high cooperation versus opposition.\textsuperscript{13, 14} It was concluded that neither extreme were characterized as the type of teacher-child relationship conducive to a child’s success.\textsuperscript{14}

To conclude, studies focused on teacher-child relationship have come to the conclusion that the teacher-child relationship is determined by the teacher and the quality of interaction with the child; the high-quality of teacher-child relationship predicts lower levels of externalizing behavior in school children, increased academic performance and acts as a supportive factor in prevention of internalized negative behavior in early and late childhood.\textsuperscript{13, 14, 18} Therefore, the rationale for the program implementation is to empower the teachers with leadership qualities by increasing levels of cooperation and understanding.

\textbf{Introduction to Solution-Focused Brief Therapy (SFBT) and Work on What Works (WOWW); A new Model of Psychotherapy that fits well with Children}

Solution-focused therapy is a relatively new strength- and future-based model, which is growing
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in the psychotherapeutic area and is considered to be well suited to single individual clients or families. Solution-Focused Brief Therapy (SFBT) initiated around 25 years ago at the Brief Family Therapy Center in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, by Steve De Shazer, Insoo Kim Berg, and other colleagues. Their work was influenced by Milton Erickson, who, in the early 70s, challenged the traditional psychotherapeutic community by not doing what was expected to occur in therapy. It was believed that the problem cycle of a past-oriented and problem-generated approach, believed to be detrimental, would be interrupted by ways of looking into the future.

The use of a set of techniques aimed to identify resources and strengths by focusing on potential solutions to the problem was noted to indicate positive changes in patient’s life since the early start of this therapeutic approach. The empirical evidence gathered on the positive outcomes of SFBT has contributed to the recognition and acceptance of this treatment modality by many professionals in inpatient psychiatric clinics, alcohol abuse, sexual abuse, domestic violence intervention, child and family-based service, and school-related behavioral problems.
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The co-construction and the visualization of a future in the absence of the problem created through the power of language offer a picture of the desired change, which then facilitates the exploration of possibilities to achieve it. The fact that this method is focused on the client’s present and desired future rather than insight and feelings makes this therapeutic approach specifically suitable in working with children who are believed to have not yet developed certain sophisticated cognitive capacities to deal with inner dynamics, causes and consequences of their problems. It is not surprising and may even be considered common sense that a traditional school psychologist would be deeply immersed in identifying and analyzing the etiology of the undesired behavior in order to deal with it successfully. However, practitioners agree upon the fact that the more attention is given to pathologies and deficits, the higher the risk is that therapeutic work would face two main issues: firstly, to have bias embedded in theoretical psychology which as a consequence may impede the understanding of all possible potentialities of human functioning, and secondly, focusing on pathologies and deficits may imply feelings of failure, which may as a consequence be internalized in the child client.

The principals of the SFBT have started to be embraced by many school psychologists in their work with children. One practical application of the principals of SFBT for the school environment on which a few empirical pieces of evidence have been published is the Work on What Works (WOWW) approach. WOWW is a program intended to produce effects in a short-time period for more than one individual at the time, targeting the whole class. This program was developed by two of the pioneers of SFBT, Insoo Kim Berg and Lee Shilts in Florida in 2002. Based on their observations and positive outcome of this approach, Berg and Shilts built their future work on this idea and authored a program which they named “Classroom

Solutions: WOWW Approach." Initially, this program was piloted in several urban schools in Fort Lauderdale, Florida, and soon after the first promising positive outcomes, it was implemented in other states in the USA and later came to Europe.

The Tenets and Foundation of WOWW and the Current Research on it

The WOWW approach is an innovative program, rooted in SFBT which does not target the individual pupil rather than the group as a whole to enhance the quality of education in the classroom and to positively influence each child of the class. The WOWW utilizes the natural environment of the child during the whole intervention in which no additional curriculum modifications are required.

One of the most essential elements of the success of WOWW is the collaboration between the teacher and the children, and through this cooperation, children are encouraged to identify and set achievable goals, ideally shaped by them rather than the teacher, in line with one of the core therapeutic tasks of SFBT which sees the client as being one’s own expert. This process allows the WOWW school psychologist to observe the group and the class teacher and share the positive comments in the form of compliments, coping questions or exception identifications.

It is important to note that WOWW is not intended to deal with the unacceptable behaviors or refer to them rather than modeling a competency-based approach which builds upon the importance of the use of a gentle voice, focusing solely on desired exceptions, curiosity and exploration by positively shaped questions, in which accusatory and menacing cues are not acceptable. The way the program is designed and unfolds allows for a closed communication between the school psychologist and the classroom teacher, in which the presence of a possible conflict is undermined.

WOWW has been embraced in many more schools in the United States, after its first testing and spread to Switzerland, the United Kingdom, and Sweden. Despite its short lifetime, WOWW has been recognized as a practical tool to help solve the everyday problems within the
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classroom environment, challenge the old tradition of removing disruptive pupils for individual attention, address teachers’ concerns by introducing new non-threatening ways, and offering cooperative teamwork based on interaction and communication.\footnote{30 & 34} Literature reveals that the engagement of the professionals in the direction of strengths-based and positive-focused approach is a protective factor towards professional burnout.\footnote{38}

**Possible Benefits of WOWW for the Albanian School Context and Culture**

Research studies, although still limited in number, have supported the effectiveness of this approach in educational environments.\footnote{34, 35, 39 & 40} After the turbulent years of the post-communist era (1991-2000) and extra years of unsuccessful attempts to rebuild educational standards in Albania, the agreement for the European Union membership status marked the beginning of a new period of reformation with a special attention to the school psychologist and mental health services offered to children and young people in Albanian schools.\footnote{6}

Due to lack of research, it is quite unclear what the implications for the Albanian school psychologists might have been especially in a country like Albania, in which during the communist era the school psychologist not only did not exist, but mental health services were charged with a lot of stigmas, seen as a domain of psychiatry.\footnote{41} The report of the data analysis proposed by Jimerson et al. on international school psychologists revealed that Albanian psychologists have the youngest mean age and the fewest years of experience, implying the necessity for a collaborative, motivational and supportive approach to come into the foreground. Given the young age of school psychologists and lack of experience on the field compared to that of teachers, it could be speculated that an experienced school teacher would not be willing

to collaborate with them nor to accept advice from a young professional who in their thinking does not justify better knowledge.

Assuming that the bridge of communication remained fragile between the teacher and school psychologists, the WOWW offers a new perspective in which no parties would blame the other in the search of underlying motives on the child’s behavior. Alternatively, WOWW recognizes a common focus on finding resources, strengths, and motivational goals for the child.

One aspect of WOWW that could fit perfectly well with the Albanian collectivistic society relates to its systemic nature. On the other hand, in the last two decades, research has provided evidence on the importance of managing the system,\textsuperscript{42} given the fact that school-home interaction involves not only teacher and school staff but also parents and grandparents. Foreign literature of the last two decades shows that due to a number of social concerns, grandparents have increasingly taken an active role in the lives of their grandchildren.\textsuperscript{43} In the absence of national studies conducted in Albania, it is difficult to estimate if the same factors are contributing to grandparents’ involvement as well, however, given the complexity and challenges that the Albanian families have to face during the democratic era, it could be easily deduced that these factors may contribute to a higher grandparent involvement rate. WOWW not only acknowledges it but also relies on the involvement of the child’s important figures such as grandparents, uncles, aunts, and neighbors as relationship resources to support the child’s overall development.\textsuperscript{34}

\textbf{Study Aim}

The current study has the primary purpose of testing the effectiveness of the WOWW program for elementary school-age children namely 9-11 years old by analyzing the direct effect of the WOWW program on their subjective ways of perceiving the class concerning school-related components such as discipline, responsibility, and cooperation to disseminate the results of the study to a future possible implementation of the program at a national level. The implementation of this program aims to improve and strengthen the relationship between the parties (child,


school psychologist, teacher, and family) toward a common qualitative approach that is assumed to be crucial for the child’s emotional and academic development.

**Research Design**

The current study is using a survey-based platform for data collection. The effectiveness of the WOWW program delivered by a trainee educational psychologist is measured in a convenience sample of approximately two hundred participants (N=100 experimental and N=100 control) from three different fourth and fifth grade classes, aged between nine and eleven years old, selected from a mainstream elementary school Kongresi i Manastirit in Tirana, Albania. Information regarding the WOWW study is sent to the Ministry of Education, Sport and Youth Albania with the aim to be approved and to then provide information about teachers’ willingness to participate. After the list of the teacher’s willingness to participate is known, eight teachers are randomly selected and assigned to the experiment and control group. The rest of the teachers that are not selected are ensured that they will be given the manual of the program and offered to participate in a second trial.

The current study uses a quantitative research design for the data collection, which are gathered at three points in time during the duration of a full academic year. Besides the pre-test and post-test, a follow-up study takes place six months after the termination of the program.

The reason for selecting an age group between nine and eleven years old consists of the fact that the grade four and five children, according to the Albanian school system, have one primary teacher, and despite the developmental differences, children around nine can answer well-designed questions with some consistency.44

The program is delivered to the participants in their natural environment in which no additional arrangements are involved, and no stress-provoking changes for the children are foreseen in this study. There are no inclusion/exclusion criteria applied given the nature of the homogeneity of primary schools in Albania, which implies the presence of children with no special needs. The inclusion/exclusion criterion regarding the participating teachers is that of
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gender, age, and same educational training. All female teachers aged between forty-five and fifty are participating in this study. The reason for doing so consists of the fact that previous studies have included only female teachers, assuming common characteristics related to gender. The selection of teachers of similar ages controls for different levels of experiences and educational training.

**Procedure**

The school psychologist who is external to the classroom delivers the program once a week for sixty minutes in three of the assigned experimental classes and visits the control group classes on the same days without delivering the program. In order to feel confident with the program, the selected school psychologist has had previous training in solution-focused approach and spends two to three hours weekly for the duration of four months with the researcher on mastering the manual of WOWW and practices concrete case examples on the method, illustrated in the coaching manuals of WOWW.36

Teachers are informed about the study before the onset of the program and briefly introduced to the specificities of the approach, the new ways of communication intended to occur, how the program develops, and how the gains may be maintained. This program puts a special consideration on assisting teachers before the delivery of the program, during, and after if necessary, as teachers are seen as the only facilitator of the WOWW program after the first four to six weeks, the time in which they take over the program from the school psychologist.

The WOWW program begins two months after the beginning of the school year in order to allow participants to be able to report on their experiences with their school environment. Before the start of the WOWW program, pupils were asked to fill out a survey. This survey is given again two weeks after the completion of the WOWW program. A follow-up study takes place six months after the completion of the first outcome study, coinciding with the end of the academic year. The follow-up study aims to analyze the sustainability of gains of the first phase in the absence of the psychologist, facilitated only by the class teacher. Each WOWW session lasts for approximately sixty minutes along a five-week period.36 In these sixty minutes, approximately fifty minutes are dedicated to observation and the last ten to fifteen minutes to positive feedback delivered in front of the pupils and the classroom teacher.
Measures

Demographic data such as age, gender, grade, and first initials of their classroom teacher are gathered from the pupils. There are 19 behaviors used to measure pupil’s perceptions of their peers’ behaviors measuring Self-Control/Discipline, Responsibility/Accountability, and Cooperation, which are subtracted from the larger version of the instrument The Character Trait Survey.45 The instrument has an overall reliability of + .96 as measured by the Cronbach alpha, whereas the translated shorter version used in the study has a reliability of +.86 as measured by Cronbach alpha. A cyclic process of forward translation, backward translation, and a third comparison are conducted by independent bilingual experts to achieve conceptual equivalence between the original and the translated instrument, which is then presented to the pupils to be filled out at three points in time.

Pupils are asked to rate using a Likert scale the behaviors characterizing their classmates rather than themselves. The reason for doing so consists of the fact that middle childhood years are characterized by a tendency to please others and/or fear of doing things wrong, which may result in superficial answers, influenced by social desirability effect43. The pupils are not asked to identify themselves in this survey to avoid biased answers and to contribute as much as possible to the pupils’ accuracy of their subjective evaluation on the area of concern.

Statistical Analysis

The data is analyzed through the statistical software SPSS (version 22). In order to test whether the measures of the three behavioral traits (discipline, responsibility, and cooperation) have significantly higher scores in the experimental group when compared to the control group at post-treatment-phase, the difference-in-differences methodology is employed. The difference-in-differences methodology is widely applied and especially employed when the data arise from a natural experiment.46 According to this methodology, controlling for a systemic difference between the control and experiment groups means to have two sets of data, one before exposure to the treatment and one after the treatment, which technically is broken down into four groups: the control group before the treatment, the control group after the treatment, the experimental

group before the treatment, and the experimental group after the treatment. Each individual in the control and experimental group will typically have two observations each, one pre-treatment and one post-treatment.

To reflect the fact that the population may have different distributions in different time periods, we allow the intercept to differ across time periods using the dummy variables, considering it as dummy variable $d_1$ for those in the experiment group and $d_0$ otherwise. A naive analysis would be: Effect = $d_0 + d_1 +$ other factor.\(^{44}\)

Consider C the control group and E the Experiment group, letting $dE$ take the unit value for those in the Experiment group E, and zero otherwise. Then, letting $d2$ denote a dummy variable for the second (post-treatment) time period, the equation of interest would be:

$$y = \beta_0 + \delta_0 d2 + \beta_1 dE + \delta_1 d2 \cdot dE + \text{other factors}$$

where $y$ is the outcome variable of interest and $\delta_1$ measures the effect of the policy. Without other factors in the regression, $\delta_1$ is the difference-in-differences estimator showing the difference in the average treatment effect between the experiment group and the control group.

In order to test the sustainability of the result of the treatment over time, the difference-in-differences methodology was applied. Two regressions with different baselines and the same post-treatment measures are run in order to estimate the sustainability of the intervention as well as to check the robustness of the impact.

**Results**

The results of this study indicate that out of seven behavioral estimators on discipline, a statistically significant effect of the treatment for the first item: “Student control themselves/behave, when they feel the need to” with a negative coefficient of $\beta= -.6$ and $p= .003$, whereas, for the second, third, fourth, and fifth items measuring discipline, the coefficients are respectively $\beta= -.06; \beta= -.002; \beta= -.16; \beta= .17$, indicating a negative trend but lacking the power to indicate a significant change. Differently, the sixth item measuring discipline: “Students let other students tell them what to do” indicates a statistically significant effect of the treatment with $\beta= .51$ and $p= .004$, showing that the WOWW led to 0.5 points improvement in the score of the sixth item of discipline.
The six behavioral items measuring responsibility and the other six behavioral items measuring cooperation show no statistically significant effect of the program.

The results of the regression analysis using the second measure post-treatment indicate a sustained effect of the treatment. The score of the first item measuring discipline is significantly lower by about 0.5 points in the last phase measuring the sustainability of the treatment, a difference that can be attributed to the program ($\beta = -0.54, p = .003$). No changes are reported on other items of discipline at the last phase. Hence, similarly to the previous results using immediate measures of discipline at post-treatment, the score of the sixth item measuring the sustainability of the treatment is sustained ($\beta = 0.6, p = .01$), showing a difference that can be attributed to the program. No other statistically significant changes are reported on other items measuring respect and cooperation.

**Discussion**

The current study conducted in Tirana, Albania, aimed to test the effectiveness of the WOWW program for elementary school-age children delivered by a trained school psychologist and then carried out by the class teacher. The direct effect of the WOWW program on pupils’ subjective ways of perceiving their classmates in regards to school-related components such as discipline, responsibility, and cooperation was analyzed. In addition, the aim of the study is to broadly disseminate its results which would lead to a possible future implementation of the program at a national level as part of the teacher development training curriculum. It is believed that the implementation of this program apart from expected emotional, behavioral and academic improvement would bring positive changes in the three behavioral components: discipline, responsibility and cooperation. It is also expected that the gains would be sustained over time when the teachers would carry it out without the school psychologist as a facilitator. It is important to note that the current study is the only quantitative study that uses surveys for its data collection, and differently from other studies, the units of the study are elementary school children and not their teacher.

This study concludes that the delivery of the program significantly decreased the score in only one indicator of discipline and significantly increased the score in another indicator of discipline. It is imperative to explain that one of the main explanations of the discrepancy of the results lies in the culture and the understanding of the educational philosophy of the country.
Cross-cultural research has applied different lenses through which the complex role of cultures can be understood and explained based on two components: the strength of societal norms and the strength of sanctioning. Some societies are generally collectivistic like Albania but ‘loose’ (e.g., Brazil, Hong Kong); others are individualistic (e.g., the U.S., Germany), and others are collectivistic but ‘tight.’ Based on these characteristics, Albania seems to be a collectivistic tight society characterized by parents and teachers emphasizing and applying stricter rule obedience, punishments, and monitoring their child’s behavior extensively when compared to other loose societies.

During half a century of communist discipline, education played a crucial role in the socialist model formation; Albanian people and especially school children were accustomed to living by strict societal norms, strong sanctions, and zero tolerance for deviance. The paucity of data makes it difficult to ascertain the actual level of change regarding the educational philosophy characteristic of Albanian society. The report on the appraisal of the pre-university education strategy program 2014-2020 approved in January 2016 by the Government of the Republic of Albania reports, among other issues, the improvement of quality of education as a matter of concern. Based on the same source, Albania is recognized as lacking the competency-based curriculum (known as learner-centered adaptive approach that emphasizes the complex outcomes of the learning process), and there is evidence that competency-based curriculum may only survive in schools that are given the flexibility to meet the needs of non-traditional learners in ways that transcend the traditional and inflexible education. Based on recent findings of UNICEF Albania, it is not difficult to assume that the sudden change of the teacher from relatively punitive to a more understanding and collaborative would confuse the pupils and would allow for certain changes in the level of perceived freedom of expression. These changes could lead to their perception of the class as less disciplined. The same logic would drive us to believe that the negative outcome trend on some measures of discipline and the statistically significant negative effect of the treatment on one measure of it “Student control


themselves/behave when they feel the need to” is portraying the confusion of the class as faced with the teacher’s sudden change.

Whereas, the measure on discipline: “Students let other students tell them what to do” differently from the cases mentioned above, which shows a statistically positive change at post-treatment and confirms the positive effects of the WOWW program could have a context-specific explanation. It is argued that this outcome may describe a perceived change in power and dominance levels. The collaborative nature of the program and the item meant to measure discipline increased as a consequence of perceiving the class as more collegial.

In addition, the inconclusive outcomes of the study are as well considered to be subjected to treatment fidelity and time frame. Given the fact that this program is a learned practice and lacks personal inclination, the teachers’ day-to-day mood and emotional states may have impacted the outcome of the study by impacting the treatment fidelity. The time frame of the program taking place during an academic year may be considered as too short to have left a consolidated impact on the child.

Despite the inconclusive findings on the effectiveness of the WOWW program in Albania, the program shows sustainability during a full academic year and that the results at post-treatment were maintained until the end of the school year, supporting other findings of its long-term effectiveness.

A special consideration deserves the understanding of the levels of openness and readiness of the Albanian society to new educational philosophies and psychotherapeutic approaches that may be foreign to the country. School children as members of the system may thrive when crucial parts of the system share a common philosophy. It is difficult to predict what the outcome of a mixture of Eastern and Western philosophies would be on the child’s emotional, behavioral, and academic well-being. The adoption of westernized practices in the educational system as part of the dictated strategy for development would create confusion and unpredictable outcomes if the child’s families may still be guided by the beliefs that criticism serves as a motivator to work hard. However, it may be argued that the best education should be the kind
of education that utilizes both Eastern and Western educational philosophies.⁴⁹

Further studies are needed to test whether more prolonged exposure to new psychotherapeutic practices in a school setting would fit the culture in positive ways, creating an organic entrenchment between the traditional and new beliefs. The current findings consider the potential for future implementation of the program at a national level after a replication of the study with a larger sample size, selected from different schools and different cities, in order to generalize the outcome at the national level.
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